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ILIMA’s WEEKLY CLIPS
Monday’s Top Headlines

Upcoming Events:

• EES Conf. - 09/29
• IPDP Due - 09/29
• Year long SLO

Approval - 09/29

Visible Learning

Breaking Down the Play Calling
3rd down and 11 yards (days) to go. As we close out on this series of
our growth mindset playbook, let’s review some of the plays that
have been happening:
• Staff should continue to adhere to the procedure of signing out
when leaving campus
• Staff (EAs and Teachers) should not be “signing out” (leaving)
campus during “administration time” - Wednesday and Thursdays
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CONSTRUCTION

CH. 19 OFFENSES

EES C.P.

Mon., Tues., Fri. 2:30pm to 11:00pm

If a student commits a
Class C or D offense, it is
the expectation of the
teacher to handle it &
follow up w/parent.

Don’t forget to plan
identify at least two (2)
pieces of evidence per
component for your Core
Professionalism.

Wed., Th. 2:00pm to 11:00pm
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THANK YOU to all
of our staff who
stopped by at
Panda’s on Friday to
support our Drama
Club students. We
may not be rich in
our pockets, but we
are definitely rich in
our hearts!
“The Greatest
moments in life are
not concerned with
selfish
achievements but
rather with the
things we do for the
people we love &
esteem.” -W. Disney
“ We Develop
Positive
Relationships.”
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- without prior approval from an administrator
• If the school has sponsored, or provided, a sub
so one can conduct professional business (on or
off campus), under no circumstance is the
individual allowed to leave campus for the day,
even if the activity or event Jinishes early; the
sub has been provided so ofJicial school
business can be attended to; it is not a free day
to do as one sees Jit
• If at anytime you need to leave work before the
end of the school day, please see your administrator for approval and/or clariJications
to ensure procedures, policies, and/or agreements are not violated

I. Save the date re: ECET2CK:
ECET2CK stands for "Elevating and Celebrating Effective Teaching and Teachers,
Campbell/Kapolei. Our Campbell-Kapolei complex would like to recognize what teachers
have done well this school year. On March 2-3 2018, everyone is invited to showcase and
celebrate all the bright spots you have worked hard to accomplish. Teacher leaders
within the complex are spearheading this forum. Please thank your Campbell High School
colleagues Lorna Baniaga-Lee and Ann Tanaka. Also assisting is Cecilia Chung from
Kaimiloa Elementary. A handout will be placed into your mailboxes this week and
explains additional details. The handout will also include a tentative agenda which runs
from Friday, March 2 through Saturday, March 3. The forum will also help teachers
network and collaborate with other colleagues! Check it out the information, and we
hope to see you there. Email: ecetck@gmail.com
II. Inclusion Supports:
In our continuous efforts to close the achievement gap, we recognize the need to revisit
our inclusion practices at our school. As such, administration has collaborated with
Complex Area and Department personnel to help assist our school. On October 5, a team
of consisting of state DOE and district personnel will be conducting classroom
walkthroughs in our inclusion teams. The purpose of the walkthroughs is to provide our
school with a third party objective perspective to help support our inclusion practices
and address challenges. Time will be allotted to analyze the feedback and come up with a
targeted plan of action. Please keep in mind the following dates:
• Oct 5- Classroom Walkthroughs of CIM Teams
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•
•

Oct 23 and 24- Co-teaching partners to analyze feedback and devise plan (This two
day planning will be held at the McKinley School for Adults).
Oct 31- ReJine Plan (This one day planning will be held at Ilima.)

III. EES Reminders: IPDPs are due by Sep 29. Please email your documents to your
respective EES administrator this week. Remember to upload them onto PDE3 once
approved. Thanks.
IV. LISC Update- A New Friend: Administration is excited to provide everyone with the
support we need to Ilimafy our LISC process. We researched
and got only the best for our staff! We would like to share
that we have a new colleague in Mr. Steve Ventura. I am
conJident that everyone will appreciate what he has to say
about saving everyone with some time and sanity! Mr.
Ventura is excited about the opportunity to help us work
towards efJiciency with the LISC process. He emphasized
the the steps can be reduced to two main steps involving
success criteria and learning progressions. Please keep this
in mind as administration has taken to heart the
constructive feedback by our awesome staff. Please save
the date. Mr. Ventura will be facilitating our Jan 31 and Feb
1 PDPs. Prior to then, we will continue to move forward
with our VL year one journey with the assistance of our
coaches and DHs. Thank you in advance to those who
openly shared their feedback with administration. Allow us to reassure you that time will
be provided to help process and reJine our learning and implementation.
V. Campus BeautiEication- A New Friend:
Please join me in welcoming a visitor to our school in Mr. Hilton Alves. Mr. Alves is an
international artist who is well known for his murals depicting the "perfect wave." He has
worked with schools such as Kahuku High & Intermediate and August Ahrens
Elementary. Mr. Alves is on a quest to complete 101 murals of the "perfect wave." August
Ahrens Elementary School in Waipahu was #24, and Ilima will soon be #25!. Mr. Alves
will work with our student artists and any interested staff member who would like to
join as he is tentatively scheduled to begin painting the side of the Chorus Room building
on Monday, October 16. Mahalo in advance to our Electives Department Head and Art
teacher Kerri Fukuda and her students who will be assisting. Check out the website for
his amazing work: https://www.101perfectwaves.com

“We delight in the beauty of the butterfly, but rarely admit that the changes it has
gone through to achieve that beauty.” - Maya Angelou
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VI. Construction Updates:
Construction behind I-Building will begin today, Monday, Sept. 25. All faculty and staff
members who usually park their vehicles behind I-Building and alongside of the fence
line will need to park their vehicles in the parking stalls near the side of the wall. This
project will entail the installation of six trees along the new fence, as well as,
improvements to the driveway to the back parking lot.

With our renewed commitment to “see learning through the eyes of our students,”
I hope you are beginning to see the potential of our school and our students. We
will continue to plan for small and frequent wins, and celebrate them often. We
know that from John Hattie’s research, 95% of what we do as educators has a
positive effect on student achievement; however, what we have to be cognizant of
is making sure we are deliberate in our practice. Teaching has never been a
random event, and for this reason alone, teaching is hard work. As you prepare
yourself for Fall Break, I kindly ask that you reflect on the following questions:
‣ Do you have the skills to enhance S learning?
‣ Do you have the will to make a difference?
‣ Do you have the thrill to motivate our students?

BREAKING DOWN THE #BRIGHTSPOTS:
This past week was a whimsical one indeed! Our first quad of MVPs
showed up, determined to provide our Royales with their first positive
interaction at school. They know the strength 6 positive interactions (to 1
negative) can have on a student’s learning. So as you make your way in to
school, don’t forget to show your support to our future leaders of
tomorrow! #GiveaShoutOut #honkifyouagree #supportourkeiki
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